Design is, at its heart, a decision-making process. The decisions, alternative approaches considered, and the reasons behind the final choices are known as the Design Rationale (DR). The DR is usually not explicitly captured, at least not in an easily retrievable form. One way to reduce the effort in capturing rationale is to obtain the DR from unstructured documents and import it into a Rationale Management System (RMS) that supports incremental formalization. In this paper, we describe how this capability has been added to the ORCA system and how it is used to import rationale from existing design information sources.
Introduction
Design is, at its heart, a decision-making process. This is true whether architects are designing a building, engineers are designing an automobile, or software engineers are designing the software to control a manufacturing process. Decisions are made about how to position an elevator for its greatest effectiveness; what materials to use in the fender of an automobile to appeal to the customer and yet be sufficiently strong; what software architecture to use to meet important nonfunctional requirements. Design decisions are responses to problems or opportunities faced by designers. Typically, designers have several alternatives from which to choose in solving such problems or meeting opportunities. Each of these are supported or contradicted by arguments. Navigating the labyrinth of problems, opportunities, decisions, alternatives, and arguments is what we mean by the decision-making process.
Most standard design documentation focuses on the results of the decision-making, not on the decisions themselves. The decisions, alternative approaches considered, and the reasons behind the final choices are known as the Design Rationale (DR). In its most basic sense, DR can be defined as "an explanation of why an artifact is designed the way it is" [1] . The DR is usually not explicitly captured, at least not in a way where it can be easily retrieved.
If the DR were available, it could support several strategic advantages for the organization. Such knowledge allows parts of designs to be reused; it captures important domain knowledge that otherwise resides only in the mind of designers; it facilitates design changes required to accommodate changing requirements or incorrect assumptions.
It is often the case that the result of the design process is a point design. By this, we mean that the design decisions have resulted in one particular design in the trade space of all possible designs; and that the relationship of this design to all others in the design space is not known. Design decisions are often made in the presence of uncertainty. Assumptions used to make decisions early in the design process may later be found to be incorrect. Technology that is the best choice at one point in time may be replaced with another due to the high velocity of technological change. Stakeholder needs commonly change with time. Without design rationale with criteria that capture the reasons for various decisions, it is not possible to easily and reliably morph the current point design to a more appropriate one. However, when we have captured the reasons that a particular technology choice was made, or what design decisions are responses to particular requirements, we have a better chance of making local modifications to parts of the design in response to these changed requirements or technology improvements, etc.
Experience in design is a vital asset for any organization. The expert knowledge of an experienced designer is invaluable. Design rationale can help to capture this expert knowledge. We do not assert that DR is a replacement for an experienced designer; only that the DR can serve as a hedge against the risk that the organization will lose this expertise because of retirement or job mobility of experienced staff. Furthermore, the DR of successfully completed projects can facilitate reuse of segments of that design for future projects when there is an overlap in requirements.
One of the fundamental barriers that we must overcome in the capture of such design rationale is that designers typically do not value this effort during the struggle to meet tight deadlines for completion of their work [2] . Capturing design rationale seems to be an "overhead" that they would prefer to avoid in the short run.
Still, while DR is not usually explicitly captured, that does not mean it is not recorded at all. Engineering design has long been a collaborative process. Long gone are the days when systems were simple enough for a single designer to understand all that is needed. (For example, in the early 1970's, F. Baker at IBM promoted the idea of a "chief programmer team" [3] in which one extremely talented programmer wrote all of the software with the support of a small team. This method has fallen out of favor and practice due, in large part, to the scarcity of such individuals and the extreme complexity of current software systems.) Increasingly, design decisions and discussions are electronic in nature: email messages, entries in wikis [4] , discussion boards, etc. Of course, there are still meetings (physical or virtual) in which designers and managers discuss issues and make decisions. However, many of these discussions and probably all of the decisions are then captured in some electronic form: meeting minutes, follow-up email messages, notes posted on a wiki, etc.
The major thesis of our work is that now, and increasingly in the future, design rationale is already present in digital form. Our major contribution is in finding ways to retrieve, structure, and mine this implicit information to produce explicit design rationale.
Related work SEURAT and ORCA
The Software Engineering Using RATionale system (SEURAT) [5] was developed to explore uses of rationale to support software development and in particular, software maintenance. SEURAT is incremented with the Eclipse Interactive Development Environment (IDE) (www.eclipse.com) in order to integrate rationale capture and use with the tools being used to write the software. Figure 1 shows the SEURAT User Interface.
SEURAT consists of five panels, four of which are shown here (the fifth is hidden). The upper left hand panel shows the Rationale Explorer which displays the rationale captured for the software, in this example a Conference Room Scheduling System. The lower left panel shows the Java Package Explorer. The Package Explorer has been extended to include a small "rat" icon that overlays each Java file that has rationale associated with it. The lower right panel shows the Rationale Task List. The Rationale Task List displays all errors and warnings that SEURAT has detected using the rationale. The errors and warnings are also denoted by error and warning overlays on the appropriate rationale icons in the Rationale Explorer. The upper right panel shows the Eclipse Editor. The presence of rationale is shown as a "Bookmark" in the editor. If the mouse were to be moved over a Bookmark, the rationale is shown. The Bookmarks are also shown on the Bookmark View, the fifth display that is currently hidden underneath the Rationale Task List. Figure 2 shows a larger view of the Rationale Explorer. SEURAT stores rationale as argumentation where the elements consist of requirements (that things the system/software is required to do), decisions needing to be made, alternative solutions for the decisions, arguments for and against each decision (which can refer to requirements, dependent alternatives, claims, and assumptions), claims that an alternative meets or does not meet some general criteria, and assumptions that some condition will remain true in the future.
SEURAT also contains an Argument Ontology of reasons for making decisions (which map to claims in the rationale) and tradeoffs and cooccurrences giving relationships between the Argument Ontology elements that are expected to hold true throughout the system (such as the tradeoff between flexibility and cost).
ORCA (Ontology supported Rationale for Collaborative Argumentation) extends SEURAT to support Engineering Design [6] . ORCA includes extensions to SEURAT to support two additional ontologies: a Design Product Ontology that captures the design components and their relationships and a Design Process Ontology, giving the stages of the design process. ORCA's version of the Argument Ontology, the Design Criteria Ontology, augments the SEURAT Argument Ontology with domain specific engineering criteria.
Fig. 2. SEURAT Rationale Explorer

Incremental formalization
Capturing rationale in an argumentation format, as done in systems such as ORCA, requires that the information be structured, or formalized. Formalization requires that the information be broken into pieces (chunks), the type of each piece specified, and the relationships between these pieces indicated [7] . Formalizing information as it is generated has a number of difficulties and barriers. Shipman and Marshall break these into four categories: the cognitive overhead involved when the users have to commit to categorizing information; difficulties in capturing tacit knowledge and recognizing the users' own intention; a fear of making premature commitment to a structure; and differences among various users in how they would classify data and share structure.
One approach to these problems is to follow a process of incremental formalization where knowledge is captured informally as it is generated and then formalized later in the process with system support [8] . The Hy-per-Object Substrate (HOS) [8] [9] was developed to allow information from text, e-mail, and USENET articles to be imported and formalized. HOS supports the formalization process by suggesting how the information can be formalized. The suggestions are based on the text of information that the system has already formalized. When objects are added, their names and synonyms are added to a "lexicon" that is used to suggest attributes or relations based on previously entered data. The lexicon is domain specific but its use is not. Incremental formalization was also used by Phidias [10] .
Rationale capture
There have been many approaches to solving the rationale capture problem. Some approaches instrument existing design tools or methods to capture the rationale as the decisions are being made. These include M-LAP, which reconstructs rationale from low-level GUI actions [11] and the Rationale Construction Framework (RCF) [12] which captures user actions from a CAD tool and extracts the rationale. M-LAP, which stands for Machine Learning Apprentice, learns design cases based on sequences of lowlevel user actions and uses those to predict the consequence of user actions based on those of earlier decisions stored in the case library. RCF matches user actions against event patterns that define "design metaphors", which are then used to infer designer intent.
Some approaches capture rationale as video or audio. The Software Architecture Analysis Method (SAAM) is a process that is used to analyze the impact of changing requirements on a software system [13] . SAAM is supported by SAAMPad, a prototype environment that uses an electronic whiteboard. The structure provided by the SAAM process, which uses scenarios to describe the activities involved in the new requirements and evaluates them with respect to the current system architecture, is used to organized the rationale captured in audio and video form. The rationale is not structured as argumentation. Schneider's By-Product Approach [14] captures rationale for specific tasks, where rationale is expected to occur, as audio and video. These recordings can then be analyzed to index the rationale.
There are also systems that use a design process that creates rationale as a by-product by attaching pre-defined rationale to a set of choices from which that the designer can choose. One example of this is the Active Design Documents (ADD) system [15] which supports parametric design in the HVAC domain.
One approach that uses design communication artifacts as a source of rationale is CodeLink [16] . CodeLink associates e-mail messages with the code that they describe. This requires that a message ontology be used to annotate the e-mail messages as they are written. This is different from the retrospective annotation supported by our approach where the text can be marked as rationale at any point during or after the design process.
Approach
It will be difficult to encourage designers to capture their rationale as long as it is viewed as an "extra" step they have to take to document their work. In order to reduce this difficulty, our goal is to use existing design documentation as input to an incremental formalization process where the rationale can be imported into a Rationale Management System (RMS) [17] . Our approach breaks rationale collection into several stages. See figure 3 for a diagrammatic view of this process. The stages are:
1. Identifying potential rationale in existing engineering documents, 2. Tagging the "candidate rationale" within those sources (retrospectively or at the time of generation), 3. Extracting the candidate rationale, 4. Importing the rationale into a structuring tool, 5. Using the structuring tool to import and integrate the rationale into a "rationale repository".
Step 1, identifying rationale sources, involves understanding which documents and document types are likely to contain rationale. This can be done by any member of the project organization who is familiar with the design process and how it is documented.
Step 2, tagging candidate rationale, identifies which portions of the documents contain rationale and what types of rationale. If a design support tool is "Design Rationale Aware" this can be accomplished as the documentation is generated; otherwise it requires a more manual tagging process to mark the rationale. This can be performed retrospectively but requires that the analyst understand the domain enough to be able to identify decisions, alternatives, and arguments.
Step 3, extracting the candidate rationale, is performed using a Rationale Extraction Tool to pull the information identified as rationale out and into an XML document that adds the first level of structure to the rationale. This may require assumptions about elements that are "missing" from the argumentation.
Step 4, importing the rationale into a structuring tool, reads in the XML document into a system that can be used to perform the "incremental formalization" of the rationale. In our prototype, the structuring tool is an add-on to the ORCA (Ontology supported Rationale for Collaborative Argumentation) system [6] . If assumptions were made when the rationale was extracted, these assumptions can be manually corrected at this time or deferred to the next step. Step 2: Tagging
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Staging Area rationale base. In our prototype, this tool supports integration of the new rationale into ORCA. The structuring involves adding additional detail to the rationale required by the rationale representation used in the final rationale base. The steps of this process that require computer support are steps 2-5, and are described in the remainder of this paper. The rationale used in the example described here [18] comes from the design of the FAIR-DART spacecraft. This design and its rationale was produced by NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory's (JPL) Advanced Projects Design Team ("Team X").
Tagging candidate rationale
In our vision of a collaborative design environment, all members of a design team and appropriate managers will have a set of digital tools, e.g., email, wiki, discussion boards, word processors, etc., that they use for their communication about the project design. Some of these tools are "Design Rationale Aware"-they include a built-in mechanism that the designers can use to associate text with a design rationale ontology that defines the terms used in the structured DR representation. Others are used as-is, requiring a slightly more complicated mapping process.
Word processors are typically used to capture meeting minutes, design documents, and other potential sources of rationale. Microsoft Word is often the primary mechanism for documenting this informal and unstructured design information. In our approach, the Word comment capability is used to mark sections of text as requirements, decisions, alternatives, and arguments. For the alternatives and arguments, the designer has the additional option of describing an alternative as selected, if the designer has chosen one alternative over the others, and indicating if an argument is for or against the alternative. This additional information is optional, however, in order to minimize the cognitive effort required during the tagging process. If an alternative selection has not been made, or is not described in the document, that will not preclude the information that is present from being imported as rationale. Figure 4 shows a segment of an annotated Word document with comments identifying segments of text as rationale elements.
Fig. 4. Annotated Word Document
One interesting feature of this approach is that it is possible to overlay multiple comments over the same text. For example, in this example, the sentence "It is necessary to use a cold gas propulsion system after the spacecraft is assembled at L1 to minimize optical surface contamination" contains the decision "propulsion system after the spacecraft is assembled at L1" as well as the alternative "cold gas propulsion system." If there were multiple designers working with the text, they could potentially encode the same text in different ways that could then be resolved later during formalization.
To demonstrate the use of a "Design Rationale Aware" tool for collaborative design, we have begun work on a wiki-based tool that allow the designer to easily indicate the structure of the developing design and discussions about various aspects of it. The initial prototype, shown in Figure 5 , allows the user to enter and export their rationale in an XML format. The next version of this prototype will allow them to add the XML tags to existing design discussions in the Wiki.
Extracting candidate rationale
Once the candidate rationale has been identified, the next step is to convert it into an intermediate format that can be imported into the ORCA RMS. The intermediate format is used because the rationale extraction application will be source-specific. The DR Aware tools can be developed to export rationale directly into this format, but other tools, such as the Word documents, will require an extraction tool specific to their representation. ORCA supports the DRXML format [19] developed as the initial RATSpeak representation [5] , but will not require that the XML be fully specified when importing candidate rationale. One extension was made to the DRXML format to support the incremental formalization process-the name of the source document is included as an attribute of the root element of the rationale. This is important so that when the information is formalized it will be easy to review the original context of the candidate rationale. Figure 6 shows some sample rationale extracted from the Word document shown earlier.
Fig. 5. DR-Aware Wiki Editor
The relationships between the decisions, alternatives, and arguments will be defined based on the order in which they appear in the text. This assumption will not be true in all cases but will serve as a plausible starting point. If the inferred relationships prove to be incorrect, they can easily be corrected later in the formalization process. The above XML shows an example of how the text ordering affects the rationale structure. The first decision is identified as "unknown" because the alternative, "a cold gas propulsion system", occurred earlier in the text earlier than the corresponding decision-"propulsion system after the spacecraft is assembled at L1." Part of the formalization process will involve making adjustments so that the rationale structure is correct.
<?xml version="1.0"?> <DR:rationale source="C:\Janet\DR\Publications\DCC2008\FAIR-DARTOpt2 2002-08 v2.10-nocost.docx" xmlns:DR="http://www.users.muohio.edu/burgeje/Rationale"> <DR:decision name="unknown"> <DR:description>unknown</DR:description> <DR:alternative name="a cold gas propulsion system " status="Adopted"> <DR:description>a cold gas propulsion system </DR:description> <DR:argument name="to minimize optical surface contamination"> <DR:description>to minimize optical surface contamination </DR:description> </DR:argument> </DR:alternative> </DR:decision> <DR:decision name="propulsion system after the spacecraft is assembled at L1"> <DR:description>propulsion system after the spacecraft is assembled at L1</DR:description> </DR:decision> 
Importing rationale into a structuring tool
Once the XML has been generated, it can be read into ORCA and stored as candidate rationale in the "Candidate Rationale Explorer." The Candidate Rationale Explorer, shown in Figure 7 , is similar to the Rationale Explorer where the rationale is located after formalization has been completed. This temporary "staging area" is used so that ORCA will not report candidate rationale, which is likely to be incomplete, as having errors until it has been moved into the Rationale Repository. Figure 7 shows the rationale imported into SEURAT from the Word document shown in Figure 4 .
The icons shown for each candidate rationale element indicate the element type (requirement, decision, alternative, or argument) and, if that information was provided in the tagged source, the element's status. For an alternative, if the designer indicated that it was selected, a small "S" is overlaid on the icon. For arguments, if they are for the alternative their icon will be outlined in green and if they are against the alternative their icon will be outlined in red.
The Candidate Explorer will let the user edit and delete the imported rationale. It also supports the ability to "Move" rationale. This is necessary to correct any structural issues that arose from the relationship assumptions made when the rationale was exported to XML. Figure 8 shows the same rationale after the elements have been moved to represent the argumentation described in the text.
Fig. 7. Imported Rationale
These adjustments can be made immediately after import, if the designer is confident that the information will be needed in the future and should be structured, or the structuring of the candidate rationale can wait until later in the design process. Since the source location of the rationale is stored with it, the designer can easily review the rationale in context.
Rationale Integration
After the rationale has been imported into ORCA, the designer can complete the structuring and formalization process. The "Adopt" contextsensitive menu item is available for Decisions, Alternatives, and Arguments, and will move the selected item and all of its children from the Candidate Rationale Explorer to the Rationale Explorer. If the selected element is a decision, it will be added to the list of decisions displayed in the Rationale Explorer. The designer can also indicate if the decision is a sub-decision of another decision and choose that decision as a parent element. If the selected element is an alternative or argument, the designer will be prompted with a list of possible parent elements (decisions or alternatives, respectively). Once the rationale has been adopted, ORCA will inference over the new rationale and report any errors or warnings detected. This includes reporting errors for all arguments that have not been formalized by being associated with requirements, claims, assumptions, or alternatives. The error reporting will assist the designer in determining when additional information is required as part of the formalization process. Figure 9 shows the ORCA display with rationale from the Wiki imported, adopted, and structured, and with the decision "propulsion system after the spacecraft is assembled at L1" and its sub-elements adopted but not structured further. The Rationale Task List in the lower right hand corner reports an error on the argument "to minimize optical surface contamination" because it does not have a claim, assumption, requirement, or alternative associated with it. When rationale is imported from Word, a source attribute in the XML indicates the name and path of the file and is used to open the document using a context menu in the Rationale Explorer. This allows the designer to view the rationale in context if they need additional information in order to structure it. 
Scenario
There are many different ways that our five stage approach to incremental formalization could be utilized during design. For the purposes of this paper, and in keeping with the example we have used to illustrate our approach, we will describe a hypothetical example of how this approach could be used to support the spacecraft design example.
NASA's "Team X" performs preliminary design during design sessions where representatives of the various spacecraft sub-systems meet to discuss candidate design options for the system under development. The results of one such session were documented in a Word document [18] that provided an executive summary, the overall mission design, and the requirements, issues and concerns, assumptions, risks, and design (proposed and recommended) for each subsystem. This information provides much of the rationale behind the design but is not structured in a form that can be used computationally or, in the case of some subsystems, easily understood as rationale by non-experts in the domain.
With the incremental formalization approach available, this document can then be used to identify, extract, and formalize the rationale at a later date (the timing of which would depend on the availability of personnel to do the formalization/structuring and the need for the structured information). Interpreting the document would require some expertise in the do-main but would not necessarily require involvement from someone at the same level as needed to perform the designing itself.
The formalized information would have a variety of uses. For example, the FAIR-DART document [18] , dated 2002, makes a number of references to the assumption that certain technology will be available by 2011. If this assumption were to not hold true, always a distinct possibility when predicting the future, this would invalidate several design alternatives. ORCA provides the ability to disable assumptions stored in the rationale and re-compute the support for design alternatives, alerting the user if previously selected alternatives are no longer the best supported choice for a given decision.
Conclusions and future work
The approach described above provides the first step in an approach where incremental formalization is used to capture rationale from existing documentation. There are a number of extensions and enhancements that are planned for this system. One extension is to add additional automation to the structuring process. When candidate rationale is adopted, it may need to be associated with elements already in the rationale base. The current implementation provides a list of potential parents for the candidate. This list is not pruned in any way and, while a search capability is provided to assist with the selection, the list could be quite lengthy. An alternative approach would be to use the contents of the candidate name and/or description and only provide parents that appear to be similar in some way. The best way to define and detect similarity is still an open issue. It also may be possible to automatically perform some formalization actions, such as associating alternatives with claims. This could be done by matching the argument text against existing claims in the rationale base and against the Argument Ontology terms and a set of synonyms. This would save the designer the step of having to manually create or select the appropriate claims.
Another extension is to automatically extract author information from the rationale sources. For the Wiki, author information is maintained through the user login and can be extracted into the XML schema. For the Word rationale extraction, each comment identifies the author using a name that the author can define as a MS Word option. ORCA allows a designer to be associated with each decision. This could be extended to allow all rationale elements to identify the designer who provided the data. This is particularly valuable when multiple designers supply arguments for and against a decision as part of the collaboration process.
Possible extensions to the tagging and extraction process include adding support for different rationale sources, such as e-mail messages, and providing additional automation for tagging. For example, it may be possible to identify arguments in text by looking for criteria that appear in the ORCA Argument Ontology or by looking for adjectives in the text. We also plan to integrate the rationale extraction into ORCA so that the import can be a single step process.
The future plans for this work would not be complete without evaluating the approach. There are two aspects that require evaluation. The first will be the usability and utility of the tagging, extraction, import, and structuring tools described here. Can someone familiar with the design domain use these tools to successfully generate structured rationale from unstructured documents? Is there information from the documents that should also be in the rationale whose formalization is not supported by the tools?
The next aspect requiring evaluation is the usefulness of the rationale itself-does having the rationale in a structured form provide additional utility when compared to unstructured documentation? Prior work by others has shown that DR documents can be useful in answering questions [20] and detecting design problems [2] .
The largest obstacle to rationale capture and use has been concerns over the cost of capturing this information. As Grudin points out [21] , there are significant disadvantages towards incurring the cost of "upstream" rationale capture to support "downstream" use. The approach described and demonstrated here shows how rationale can be extracted from existing tools and formalized incrementally on an "as-needed" basis in order to move the cost of capture closer to the point at which the rationale will be used. Adding an incremental formalization capability to an existing RMS such as ORCA allows the rationale to support uses such as impact assessment and decision evaluation.
